
 
 

  

3 Municipal Revenue 
 

 

Municipal revenue dashboard covers all municipal revenue under three categories as given 

below. 

 Property Tax 

 Water Charges 

 Other Revenues 

Dashboard designed in such a way that it maintains uniformity in terms navigation to and 

display of 

3.1 Property Tax 
 

Property tax dashboard gives details information of carious sections 

 State level summary of collection 

 Various tabs are given to display multiple information 

 Collection 

 DCB (Demand, Collection, and Balance) 

 Transactions 

 Top 10 contributors and achievers 

 Bottom 10 contributors and achievers 

 Top 100 defaulters 

 Various filters are provided to refine the search and information to be seen 

 Region 

 District 

 ULB Grade 

 ULB 

 From Date 

 To Date 

 Aggregation Level, grouping of data as per the above given boundaries. 

 Display of data in tabular form, ere data is displayed in tabular form based on filters 

applied and aggregation level provided 

 

  3.2 Navigation to Property tax Dashboard: 
 

URL: http://ph.vassarlabs.com/#/revenue/collections/DISTRICT/  

Enter the URL in browser and search below screen appears. 

In the home page of the property tax dashboard shows the state level summery collection 

 

http://ph.vassarlabs.com/#/revenue/collections/DISTRICT/


 
 

  

Field  Description  

Property Tax Shows the target, collected till date and last 
year collected  

Water Charges Shows the target, collected till date and last 
year collected  

Others  Shows the collected till date and last year  

 

3.3 Collections 
 

On click of collection, the statistical and graphical data displayed as below. 

 

 The below screen gives us the graphical and analytical revenue details of the state 

governments. 

 Collections for the current year, last year’s collection details, proportional demand for 

a particular 

 Date range, Cumulative Collections for a particular date range and last year’s 

collection for a Particular date range displays with exact data. 

 The graphical representation displays the monthly trend of cumulative property taxes 

collected for a Particular date range. 

 The static graph display the below mentioned fields. 

The graphical view display the following: 

 On X-axis it should display the months for the financial year for the last three years, 

including 

 current year 

On Y-axis, the graph should display the number of count in hundred crores format. 

 Display the header of graph as “Monthly trend of cumulative property taxes collected 

(mention the 



 
 

  
 Particular financial year along with the start and end month) 

 

Field  Description  

Collection (For the current year or if date 
range selected) 

Displays the  overall collections 

Last year collection (For the current year or 
if date range selected) 

Displays the last year collections 

Proportional demand (For the current year or 
if date range selected) 

Displays the proportional demand 

Total cumulative collections (For the current 
year or if date range selected) 

Displays the total  cumulative collections  

Last year collections (For the current year or 
if date range selected) 

Displays the last year collections 

 

3.4 Filters  
 

 The user can apply multiple filters in order to get the sorted data analysis as per the 

user requirement. 

Filters. 

 

Field  Description  

Top level view  The drop down contains the Region, ULB 
type all ULB, all wards 

Select district  The drop down contains the district  

All ULB  The drop down contains the all ULB names 

Select the month from The drop down contains calendar to select 
the from date 

Select month to  The drop down contains calendar to select 
the  date. 



 
 

  

 

3.5 DCB 
 

The dashboard also displays the private properties data (state wise). As shown in the below 

screen. 

 The table contains state wise data for collections for a particular date range of that particular 

state, 

Proportional demand for a particular date range, Cumulative Collections for a particular date 

range and last year’s collection for a particular date range is displayed with exact data. 

 

 

3.6 State Government 
 

The dashboard also displays the private properties data (state wise). As shown in the below 

screen. 

 The table contains state wise data for collections for a particular date range of that particular 

state, 

Proportional demand for a particular date range, Cumulative Collections for a particular date 

range and last year’s collection for a particular date range is displayed with exact data. 

 



 
 

  

 

 

3.7 Central government 
 

The dashboard also displays the private properties data (state wise). As shown in the below 

screen. 

 The table contains state wise data for collections for a particular date range of that particular 

state, 

Proportional demand for a particular date range, Cumulative Collections for a particular date 

range and last year’s collection for a particular date range is displayed with exact data. 

 

 

 



 
 

  

3.8 Court cases: 
 

The dashboard also displays the court cases properties data (state wise). As shown in the below 

screen. 

 The table contains state wise data for collections for a particular date range of that particular 

state, 

Proportional demand for a particular date range, Cumulative Collections for a particular date 

range and last year’s collection for a particular date range is displayed with exact data 

 

 

 

 

3.9 Vacant land  
 

 

The dashboard also displays the court cases properties data (state wise). As shown in the below 

screen. 

 The table contains state wise data for collections for a particular date range of that particular 

state, 

Proportional demand for a particular date range, Cumulative Collections for a particular date 

range and last year’s collection for a particular date range is displayed with exact data 

 



 
 

  

 

 

3.10 Total  
 

The dashboard also displays the total collection demand proportional demand, cumulative and 

last year collection (state wise). As shown in the below screen. 

 The table contains state wise data for collections for a particular date range of that particular 

state, 

Proportional demand for a particular date range, Cumulative Collections for a particular date 

range and last year’s collection for a particular date range is displayed with exact data 

 

 

 

3.11 Water charges: 
 

The basic details describe the exact count details of the different types of services integrated 

with the dashboard. 

The below screen shows the target value, collected value and last year’s collections details. 


